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Abstract11

Remote aerial sensing provides a non-invasive, large-geographical-scale technology for avian monitor-12

ing, but the manual processing of images limits its development. Artificial intelligence methods can be13

used to mitigate this manual image processing requirement. The implementation of AI methods, how-14

ever, is limited by several challenges: 1) imbalanced (i.e., long-tailed) data distribution, 2) annotation15

uncertainty in categorization, and 3) dataset discrepancies across different study sites. Here we use aerial16

imagery data of waterbirds around Cape Cod and Lake Michigan to examine how these challenges limit17

avian recognition performance. We review existing solutions and demonstrate as use cases how meth-18

ods like Label Distribution Aware Marginal Loss with Deferred Re-Weighting, hierarchical classification,19

and FixMatch address the three challenges. We also present a new approach to tackle the annotation20

uncertainty challenge using a Soft-fine Pseudo-Label methodology. Finally, we aim with this paper to21

increase awareness in the ecological remote sensing community of these challenges and bridge the gap be-22

tween ecological applications and state-of-the-art computer science, thereby opening new doors to future23

research.24

Introduction25

Aerial remote sensing technologies are being increasingly used to monitor and survey wildlife populations [61,26

57]. They provide non-invasive tools for detecting, classifying, and assessing the abundance of target27

species [39]. Traditional wildlife aerial surveys employ human observers to conduct visual counts, often28

from low-flying aircraft. While these methods can be efficient in surveying large geographic regions, visual29

observations from low-flying aircraft are risky (i.e., observation personnel can face life-threatening risks be-30

cause of low-flying altitudes) [49] and are subject to various observer biases such as count bias [46, 16]. In31

contrast, aerial remote sensing is a relatively safer alternative that allows flying at a higher altitude, and32

the method offers the potential for consistent and reproducible population survey with the addition of an33

accurate geo-referenced digital format. In addition, aerial imagery surveys conducted at higher altitudes34

may also reduce animal disturbance [49]. The major disadvantage of using remote sensing for aerial surveys35

is that covering large areas can generate hundreds of thousands of images, thus hundreds of terabytes of36

data. Therefore, manually processing remote sensing aerial survey data is time consuming and prohibitively37

expensive for many researchers and natural resource agencies [6].38

Ecologists are increasingly looking to cutting-edge artificial intelligence (AI) methodology, such as deep39

learning and computer vision technologies, to mitigate the need for extensive manual processing of digital40
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aerial imagery and to improve monitoring efficiency. For example, deep learning has now been applied to aid41

in digital aerial surveys conducted with various sensor systems, including RGB [27, 36], thermal [10], and42

other sensor systems [61]. However, real-world digital aerial imagery applications of AI methods must address43

several challenges limiting recognition performance. These include: the imbalanced distribution challenge—44

extremely imbalanced data distributions that generally lead to poor recognition performance; the annotation45

uncertainty in categorization challenge—uncertainty in annotation caused by various reasons such as varying46

image resolutions of avian individuals; and the dataset discrepancy challenge—images collected from different47

study sites (i.e., geographies) that have different characteristics and classes.48

To examine these challenges in detail, we use a case study of two real-world digital aerial survey datasets of49

waterbird species: one collected from the Atlantic Ocean near Cape Cod, Massachusetts, and the other from50

Lake Michigan near Manitowoc, Michigan, USA. We also present solutions, accompanied by brief literature51

reviews for each challenge, focusing on how the computer science community has previously addressed these52

types of challenges. We aim to increase awareness of these challenges within the ecological community, clarify53

the factors affecting AI recognition performance, demonstrate the flexibility of deep learning methods, and54

promote future research in AI and digital aerial surveys.55

Avian recognition56

Aerial images of birds may include a few or many individuals depending on resources being used by those57

birds and flocking behavior displayed by species-specific bird groups. Thus implementation of AI methods58

for identifying the species consists of two distinct tasks (Figure 1): 1.) identifying and cropping out (also59

referred to as detecting and bounding) all the individuals in the image; and 2.) recognizing species and type60

(e.g., male or female, sub-adult or adult).61

AI cropping methods of birds in aerial images remains to be better developed, although AI counting of62

the number of individuals in large aggregations exist [14], automated methods for delineating trees in aerial63

images of forests is quite well developed [12], and deep learning methods have been developed for segmentation64

of various types of geographical objects (e.g., land cover and land use types) from aerial images [60].65

In this work, we focus on task 2 because task 1 has been addressed by studies like [27, 63]. In other66

words, we consider only sets of data that consists of images of individuals that have already been cropped67

out either manually or through the application of AI procedures. The task at hand then is to build an AI68

model that automatically recognizes (i.e., classifies) avian species from aerial image segments cropped to69

include only one individual, often at relatively low levels of resolution.70

Dataset71

For our case study, we used an aerial imagery dataset collected from two study sites over bodies of water: the72

Atlantic Ocean near Cape Cod, Massachusetts and Lake Michigan near Manitowoc, Michigan, USA. After73

data collection, wildlife experts manually annotated and cropped images of individual birds (i.e., targets;74

Figure 1). These images were then passed to a classification algorithm for species classification [36, 20]. The75

10,682 individuals identified in the Cape Cod dataset and 236 identified in the Lake Michigan dataset were76

annotated by experts into the six different classes illustrated in Figure 2 (a) and (b):77

1. Unknown Scoters (scoter individuals that human annotators could not distinguish to the species level)78

2. Black Scoter (M. americana)79

3. White-winged Scoter (M. deglandi)80

4. Common Eider (Somateria mollissima)81

5. Long-tailed Duck (Clangula hyemalis)82

6. Non-target Species (all other avian or non-avian individuals not belonging to the previous classes).83
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Our model was mainly trained on the Cape Cod dataset. Lake Michigan data were used to evaluate84

the model’s generalization ability. In other words, we used Lake Michigan data to examine whether the85

model trained on the Cape Cod dataset could generalize well on the Lake Michigan dataset. Additionally,86

Non-target Species from Lake Michigan does not contain target species from Cape Cod. The details of87

data pre-processing for the experiments are reported in the Data Section of the Appendix.88

Challenges of avian recognition in aerial imagery89

Training with a standard deep learning classification model90

We started by applying a standard six-class classification model (i.e., the fundamental classification model91

without any additional components designed for tasks other than classification) to our Cape Cod dataset92

because there are six classes (i.e., we treated the Unknown Scoter and the other two scoter classes as93

three separate classes). The model we used was a ResNet-50 [23], a common deep learning Convolutional94

Neural Network (CNN). The test results from this model are reported in Table 1a. The implementation and95

hyperparameter tuning details are in the Appendix Methods section.96

Table 1a shows that in the Cape Cod test set, except for the largest class (i.e., most frequently observed97

class), Common Eider, which had a 99.0% test accuracy, the remaining classes did not produce accurate98

recognition performance with the standard classification model. Specifically, the two smallest classes (i.e.,99

least observed classes), Long-tailed Duck and White-winged Scoter, had only 0.0% and 9.5% test accu-100

racy. This performance inconsistency is negatively related to the training size of each class. In other words,101

the fewer training images a class had, the less accurate the model was. We also tested our model on the Lake102

Michigan data, and the performance was also poor. These results indicate that directly applying a standard103

classification model on our avian datasets is insufficient to produce good recognition performance. Next, we104

discuss the causes of this performance inconsistency in the context of imbalanced distribution, annotation105

uncertainty in categorization, and dataset discrepancies.106

Challenge 1: Avian imagery data are naturally imbalanced107

Data collected during multi-species surveys tend to have an imbalanced (i.e., long-tailed) species distribution108

because of the natural composition of animal communities [44]. Several dominant species are often observed109

along with many infrequent species that are sparsely represented in datasets. As illustrated in Figure 2 row110

(a), in the Cape Cod dataset, the largest class had 6,246 training images, while the smallest class only had111

17 training images. This training data distribution imbalance leads to a significant recognition performance112

inconsistency. The fewer training images of a particular species that the model has, the lower the accuracy113

for that species. In our experiment, the performance was particularly poor for species with smaller training114

datasets, such as Long-tailed Duck (17 training images) and White-winged Scoter (45 training images),115

which only had 0.0% and 9.5% test accuracy, respectively (Table 1a). However, Common Eider, the largest116

class in the dataset (6,246 images), had a 99.0% test accuracy.117

Challenge 2: Annotation uncertainty in categorization118

Sometimes aerial data can be collected from aircraft at various distances from the ground surface, resulting119

in varying spatial resolutions as measured by Ground Sampling Distances (GSD; i.e., the ground distance120

between the centers of neighboring image pixels), and thus, the same species may appear at different image121

resolutions (i.e., number of pixels) within a dataset[63]. For example, in the Cape Cod dataset, the average122

image dimension of Unknown Scoter images was 56×61 (number of pixels in image width and height),123

while the average image dimention of Black Scoter and White-winged Scoter were 100×107 and 96×103,124

respectively. In other words, Unknown Scoter images contain 3-4 times fewer pixels on average. Low125

resolution images increase human annotators’ difficulties in making accurate classifications resulting in a126

coarse annotation rather than individual species annotation of scoter images. Unknown Scoter is one example127

of coarsely annotated class (Figure 2 row (b)).128

Directly incorporating this coarsely annotated class as an independent class confused the classification129

models significantly because the model was forced to distinguish similar-looking avian individuals as dif-130
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ferent classes. In other words, since Unknown Scoter contains images that can be either Black Scoter or131

White-winged Scoter, although most Unknown Scoter images were difficult for human annotators to deter-132

mine the exact scoter species, they still share similar visual features with Black Scoter and White-winged133

Scoter. For example, Figure A.1(a) shows that even though Unknown Scoter and Black Scoter had134

relatively sufficient training images (466 and 341 training images, respectively), 40.7% Black Scoter im-135

ages were misclassified as Unknown Scoter, and 23.7% Unknown Scoter images were misclassified as Black136

Scoter. In addition, 61.9% White-winged Scoter were misclassied as Unknown Scoter.137

Challenge 3: Dataset discrepancies often arise among different study sites138

Besides the imbalanced distribution and annotation uncertainty challenges, in practice, ecological monitoring139

projects often expand over time [52]. New monitoring and study sites are added, leading to discrepancies140

among datasets in lighting conditions, background environment, atmospheric conditions, image capturing141

distances, and animal species compositions. For example, in our case study, Cape Cod and Lake Michigan142

datasets have different GSDs, which result in different image resolutions and appearances of avian individuals143

from the same species (Figure 2 row (c)). The Long-tailed Duck images have 3-4 times the resolution of144

Lake Michigan images and thus contain more visual details and features. As a result, a classification model145

trained on low resolution images (Cape Cod) may perform poorly on images with higher resolution (Lake146

Michigan). For example, the standard model trained on Cape Cod dataset only had a 10.0% test performance147

on the Lake Michigan dataset (Table 1a). We demonstrate in the following Methods and results Section that148

this poor performance did not only come from imbalanced distribution.149

In addition to image appearance discrepancies in datasets from different study sites, expanding surveys150

or monitoring programs can also change the composition of animal species recorded [30]. For example, as151

data collections continue over time, previously undetected species may also be encountered [45] (e.g., less152

frequent species [44], recolonizing species [40], reintroduced animals [54], or invasive species that are harmful153

to the ecosystem [9, 4]). When novel species are introduced, our standard classification model is no longer154

effective because conventional AI methods require datasets to have fixed numbers of classes [1]. Therefore,155

novel species are typically unrecognizable.156

Methods and results157

In this section, we provide brief literature reviews of how the computer science community addresses the158

challenges mentioned in the previous section and present solutions to each challenge.159

Solutions for the imbalanced distribution challenge160

Imbalanced recognition and long-tailed recognition are areas of machine learning and computer vision re-161

search that address imbalanced classification problems [37, 3, 62]. Common methods include:162

1. Training data resampling: artificially balancing training datasets by either sampling more images163

from smaller classes (i.e., up-sampling) or sampling fewer images from larger classes (i.e., down-164

sampling) [22].165

2. Training loss re-weighting: assigning different weights (i.e., training focus) to the training loss func-166

tions based on the numbers of training images of each class such that the model can have stronger167

focus on smaller classes [34, 11, 3].168

3. Knowledge transfer: transferring information (such as semantic and visual knowledge) from larger169

classes to enhance the distinguishability of smaller classes for better classification performance, usually170

through memory banks and multi-stage training [37, 29, 67]. For example, Liu et al. [37] proposed a171

method that improves recognition performance on smaller classes by exploiting knowledge stored in a172

memory bank.173

4. Multi-experts: combining outputs from multiple experts/sub-models for optimal performance. By174

assigning data to different experts (either through different sampling methods or information com-175

plexity metrics), each expert/sub-model can be trained to focus on different parts of the dataset (e.g.,176
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abundant or rare classes). As a result, the joint decision of experts (either through geometric mean or177

learned fusion mechanisms) can yield more robust performance compared to single model methods. [67,178

62, 2].179

We used an easy-to-implement yet powerful method called Label Distribution Aware Marginal loss with180

Deferred Re-Weighting (LDAM-DRW) [3] to address the imbalanced data distribution in our dataset. Gen-181

erally speaking, LDAM-DRW is a margin (i.e., sample distance to classifiers) based loss in addition to a182

scheduled re-weighting technique. LDAM calculates class-specific margins based on the sample size of each183

class. The fewer training samples a class has, the farther the samples should be from the classifier (i.e., larger184

margin and thus less confusion), and vice versa. In addition, DRW is a scheduled re-weighting technique that185

controls when re-weighting based on class sample sizes should be applied to the loss function [11, 3]. Com-186

pared to traditional re-weighting and re-balancing methods, LDAM-DRW avoids overfitting on rare classes in187

the early training stage, when the learning rate is relatively larger, and maintains recognition performance188

on abundant classes through class-specific margins. In addition, LDAM-DRW does not rely on multiple189

experts, which makes the implementation relatively more straightforward. Details of the LDAM-DRW we190

used are reported in the Method Section of the Appendix.191

The classification model with a imbalanced component (LDAM-DRW in our experiments) substantially192

improved the recognition performance on the Cape Cod dataset over the standard classification model193

(Table 1b). The average class accuracy improved from 41.9% to 75.8%. The largest gain came from the two194

smallest classes, Long-tailed Duck and White-winged Scoter, from 0.0% to 100.0% and 9.5% to 81.0%,195

respectively. Despite the improvements in the less abundant classes, the performance of Common Eider196

dropped by 7.1%, which is a common phenomenon of imbalanced methods where the performance of large197

classes is sacrificed [37, 62].198

The confusion matrices (Figure A.1) show that the imbalanced model cleared most of the confusion199

in Long-tailed Duck and White-winged Scoter because LDAM-DRW assigned larger margins and loss200

weights to these classes with limited training samples. However, the imbalanced model still struggled to201

perform well on Unknown Scoter and Black Scoter, with only 41.2% and 59.3% test accuracy, respectively.202

From Figure A.1 column (b), it is clear that the confusion within the three scoter classes was still signifi-203

cant. For example, the imbalanced model misclassified 44% of Unknown Scoter as either Black Scoter or204

White-winged Scoter. Meanwhile, 31% Black Scoter and 19% White-winged Scoter were misclassified205

as Unknown Scoter.206

Solutions for the annotation uncertainty in categorization challenge207

Because Unknown Scoter introduced significant confusion to the model and the recognition of Unknown208

Scoter does not provide species-level information for downstream tasks like population modeling, it is more209

practical to exclude these coarsely annotated data from model training to eliminate the confusion. However,210

directly excluding coarsely annotated data is a sub-optimal solution because images with different resolutions211

can provide complementary information that ultimately improves the generalization abilities of classification212

models [33]. Since Unknown Scoter in our dataset is believed to be the class of relatively low resolution213

images of either Black Scoter or White-winged Scoter, these images may still provide information to214

improve model performance at the species level, especially when ground-truthed annotations (i.e., human215

annotations in this context) are limited. For example, though the imbalanced model vastly improved the216

test accuracy of White-winged Scoter from 9.5% to 81.0% (Table 1b), there is still space for performance217

gain by exploiting information contained in Unknown Scoter.218

Hierarchical classification219

Hierarchical classification is one of the common options addressing uncertain and coarse annotations [13]. In220

this section, we demonstrate the effects and limitations of hierarchical classification methods. First, we split221

the training process into two stages. In the first stage, we merged Unknown Scoter, Black Scoter, and222

White-winged Scoter data into one single super-class, Scoter Super-class, and trained the classification223

model on 4 independent classes (Scoter Super-class, Common Eider, Long-tailed Duck, and Non-target224

Species). Then, we trained a separate classifier to classify only Black Scoter and White-winged Scoter225

in the second stage (i.e., the same classification model as in the first stage but for two-class classification).226
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As a result, separate classifiers with grouped Scoter Super-class in the first stage removed considerable227

confusion among the scoter classes because the model did not have to distinguish images among the scoter228

classes (Table 1c). For example, in the first stage, the imbalanced model had a 94.2% test accuracy on229

the grouped Scoter Super-class. Next, we examine the effective performance of second-stage models230

on Black and White-winged Scoter, which depend on the performance of Scoter Super-class in the231

first-stage evaluation. We considered predictions of Black and White-winged Scoter positive only when232

the positive prediction was also positive in the first-stage Scoter Super-class predictions. As a result,233

the average test performance of Black and White-winged Scoter was 56.3% using the stadard model and234

51.5% using the imbalanced model (Table 1c).235

When the model had an imbalanced component (see column Imbalanced in Table 1c), the performance236

of White-winged Scoter was significantly worse than the six-class model (9.5% versus 81.0%, Table 1b).237

Since White-winged Scoter is a class with limited training samples, it did not benefit from the imbalanced238

component when merged with Black Scoter and Unknown Scoter. In other words, the model could not239

generalize on White-winged Scoter and misclassified most of the images in the first stage because of the240

lack of training images. Therefore, there were not enough images for the second-stage model to recognize.241

In addition, training with multiple stages can quickly become a scaling and model management problem242

if the dataset has multiple super-classes. Each super-class requires an independent second-stage model and243

training process. As the number of super-classes increases, the number of models grows as well, such that244

the overall training time and model management efforts are significantly increased.245

A novel solution: Soft-fine Pseudo-labels246

A better solution is to exploit additional information from coarsely annotated Unknown Scoter images with-247

out including it as an independent class and keep the imbalanced component effective on White-winged248

Scoter at the same time. Therefore, we applied a novel solution called Soft-fine Pseudo-Labels (SPL) to249

address the coarse/uncertain annotation problem that relied only on one stage of training. The method250

is derived from pseudo-label techniques, a set of techniques in machine learning that utilize model pre-251

dictions (i.e., pseudo-labels) to improve the generalization ability of machine learning models [31, 51, 5].252

Pseudo-label techniques are originally developed to address semi-supervised learning, where the predictions253

of unlabeled/unannotated data are used as pseudo-labels (i.e., labels that are generated and not ground-254

truthed) to tune the model iteratively [31]. However, the creation of pseudo-labels for improved model255

generalization is not limited to the semi-supervised setting.256

Figure 3 row (a) illustrates the differences of treating the three scoter classes using our SPL approach257

compared to standard and two-stage models. Unlike conventional pseudo-label approaches in semi-supervised258

learning that generate pseudo-labels for all possible classes, in our approach, we only use Unknown Scoter259

images to generate finer-grained Black and White-winged Scoter pseudo-labels. Specifically, we first nor-260

malized the outputs of the classification model (5 dimension vectors) with a Softmax function [25]. Then we261

normalized the values that represent Black Scoter and White-winged Scoter to 1 and set the other three262

values to 0 (Figure 3 row (b)). We used these normalized Softmax values as our soft-fine labels on Unknown263

Scoter images with an Averaged Binary Cross-entropy (ABCE) loss, a loss function traditionally used for264

samples with multiple co-occurring labels [56].265

Our SPL approach forces the model to distinguish between scoter versus non-scoter images because the266

training signals (i.e., the generated soft-fine pseudo-labels) have zeros on the dimensions that represent non-267

scoter classes. In addition, since the generated soft-fine pseudo-labels had co-occurring labels for both Black268

Scoter and White-winged Scoter that were treated independently by ABCE loss, the confusion between269

these two scoter classes was also suppressed. The implementation details can be found in the Appendix270

Methods section, and the results for our case study are reported in Table 1d.271

Since Unknown Scoter is excluded, the task becomes a five-class classification problem. In our exper-272

iment, the average class accuracy of fully excluding Unknown Scoter from training and testing improved273

from 41.9% to 53.2% on the standard model and 75.8% to 89.5% on the imbalanced model compared to the274

six-class classification results because there was no confusion from Unknown Scoter (Tables 1b and 1d). On275

the other hand, incorporating Unknown Scoter for complementary information with our SPL approach fur-276

ther improved the test accuracy of White-winged Scoter from 85.7% to 90.5% compared to the imbalanced277

model, which did not use Unknown Scoter data during training (column Imbalanced + SPL in Table 1d).278
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In addition, the performance of the non-scoter classes was also improved, especially Non-target Species,279

which increased from 78.9% to 81.6% compared to the imbalanced model. These improvements indicate that280

the use of SPL with coarsely annotated data not only relieved the confusion among the scoter classes (Black281

Scoter and White-winged Scoter) but also among other classes (Figure A.2). However, in hierarchical282

classification, the performance of other classes was almost the same, if not worse, compared to the six-class283

classification results (Tables 1b and 1c). Further, the only additional components to the imbalanced model284

are the SPL normalization and ABCE loss, making this approach scalable without requiring multiple stages285

of training. These advantages make SPL more versatile and generalized compared to simple hierarchical286

classification approches.287

However, despite the scalability and the exclusion of coarse annotation confusion, the proposed SPL can288

sacrifice some performance in the two scoter classes (Black Scoter and White-winged Scoter) compared289

to hierarchical classification. For example, the effective test accuracy of Black Scoter was 93.5% using290

two-stage training, while it was only 89.8% using our soft-fine label approach (Tables 1c and 1d). The291

uncertainty during SPL training was the leading cause of this performance drop because the model was292

trained to identify all species at once with pseudo-labels (i.e., labels that are not ground-truthed).293

Unknown Scoter evaluation294

On the other hand, in our five-class classification experiments, we only focused on the test performance of295

samples with finer-grained annotations. With our SPL approach, although we were able to exploit Unknown296

Scoter data during training, they were excluded from testing because of the lack of finer-grained annotations.297

In addition, since some of the Unknown Scoter images are too blurry to be recognized, directly applying298

classification models to provide fine-grained predictions can be an issue as well (Figure S3). How to efficiently299

address these blurry images during test time is one of the future research directions.300

Solutions for the dataset discrepancy challenge301

Visual discrepancies302

Next, we tested the performance of our SPL model trained from the Cape Cod dataset on the Lake Michigan303

dataset. Because of the visual discrepancies between the Cape Cod and Lake Michigan datasets, the average304

accuracy of the two classes dropped substantially from 90.8% to 65.1% (Tables 1d and 1e). Only 50.2% of305

the Long-tailed Ducks in Lake Michigan data were correctly classified when the test accuracy on the Cape306

Code dataset was 100.0% (Table 1e under Imbalanced + SPL column). These results also show that after307

the imbalanced distribution challenge was addressed, the model still did not perform well on Long-tailed308

Duck from Lake Michigan.309

One of the most common approaches to address the challenge of incorporating data from new study sites310

is to fine-tune existing models with new annotations (i.e., transfer learning) [66]. In our example, we need311

to provide sufficient annotated Lake Michigan data to fine-tune our Cape Cod model such that the model312

can recognize targets from both study sites. Although the total image number of the Lake Michigan dataset313

is relatively small (236 images in our case study) and thus easy to annotate, the effort and resources needed314

for human annotation on larger datasets are not trivial.315

Two machine learning techniques that can help an AI classification model adapt to new sets of data that316

look different without human annotations are the following:317

1. Domain adaptation: This technique adapts models trained from one domain (study sites in this con-318

text) to other domains either with or without annotations [48, 59, 43]. Although they can be recognized319

as the same classes by humans, images from different domains tend to have different distributions in320

terms of color, texture, and visual appearances. These differences result in distribution discrepancies321

of the learned feature/latent vectors at the end of CNN models. Thus, distribution confusion is the322

most commonly adopted domain adaptation technique. The technique confuses the feature vector dis-323

tributions of each domain (usually without class annotations) such that the models cannot distinguish324

which domain the feature vectors come from and learn to utilize more fundamental information (e.g.,325

structural similarities) to make recognition [58, 26, 38]. While domain adaptation approaches with326

distribution confusion may perform better than most other methods, they usually require complicated327
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distribution matching and confusion techniques. For example, one of the state-of-the-art methods,328

Open Compound Domain Adaptation (OCDA) [38], requires four stages of training and tuning and329

largely relies on considerable training data, which can be too complicated for smaller datasets with a330

limited number of classes and training data.331

2. Semi-supervised learning: This technique is an alternative option and is usually more straightforward332

in terms of implementation [31, 51]. Semi-supervised learning uses unlabeled/unannotated data to im-333

prove the generalization ability of AI models, usually through the generation of pseudo-labels [68].334

Intrinsically, similar to the mechanisms of advanced domain adaptation approaches with distribu-335

tion confusion, semi-supervised learning also expands the feature vector distribution by learning from336

unannotated data [68]. In practice, when data are collected from new study sites, they are treated as337

unannotated data, and pseudo-labels are then generated for fine-tuning existing models.338

Here, we explored how a relatively easy-to-implement semi-supervised learning method, FixMatch [51],339

adapted our Cape Cod model to Lake Michigan images. FixMatch is a pseudo-label method combined340

with a technique called consistency regularization. With consistency regularization, models are trained to341

produce consistent outputs of the same input (image in this context) with different perturbations (e.g., data342

augmentation [17]). In other words, model outputs of the same input should be the same regardless of the343

perturbation so that the models can focus more on the invariance features of inputs, thus better generalization344

ability [65, 64]. FixMatch perturbs the same input (unannotated Lake Michigan data in our experiments)345

with two augmentation procedures: weak and strong augmentations. Specifically, weakly augmented data346

are similar to the raw inputs and thus easier for the model to recognize. On the contrary, strongly augmented347

data are largely distorted from raw inputs and thus hard to recognize. FixMatch uses predictions of weakly348

augmented inputs as pseudo-labels to train strongly augmented counterparts, which intrinsically regularizes349

the consistency of the same input from two different perturbations [51]. FixMatch is light-weighted because350

the only extra component required by FixMatch is a two-branch training data augmentation procedure. It351

can be easily plugged into our SPL model and other existing AI models. The details of this method are352

provided in the Appendix Methods section.353

In Table 1e we report results of applying FixMatch as the adaptation component to fine-tuning the Cape354

Cod model on the Lake Michigan data. Although FixMatch was not initially designed for domain adaptation355

(i.e., only for semi-supervised learning tasks), it still substantially improved the classification accuracy on356

the Lake Michigan Lake dataset without any annotations. Compared to our SPL approach without the357

adaptation component, the class averaged accuracy went from 65.1% to 80.5%. Most of the improvements358

came from Long-tailed Duck, which increased its accuracy from 50.2% to 80.9%.359

Novel species360

When novel species are introduced, domain adaptation and semi-supervised learning methods are no longer361

effective because conventional AI recognition methods require datasets to have fixed numbers of classes [1].362

Therefore, novel species are typically unrecognizable. Similar to adapting models to new domains, model363

fine-tuning through transfer learning with annotated data is also one of the most widely adopted methods to364

expand the models’ recognition capacity [66]. However, since it is uncertain which individuals in the newly365

collected datasets are of novel species, a complete annotation (i.e., a considerable amount of human effort)366

is necessary for model fine-tuning.367

In such circumstances, improving the efficiency of human annotation becomes a challenge. Ideally, it is368

possible to automatically identify all the images of novel species, and human effort can focus solely on these369

images rather than all the newly collected data. Out-of-distribution detection (OOD) [50, 15] is one of the370

related research areas in machine learning that attempts to discover novel samples during test time.371

Modern OOD approaches for deep learning usually apply prediction confidence calibration to separate372

known and novel samples [32, 35]. In other words, since traditional Softmax-based deep learning models are373

often overly confident (even on novel samples) [21], calibrating the confidence of sample predictions can be374

effective at separating known and novel samples. Common approaches include:375

1. Confidence enhancement: using additional functions such as smoothed Softmax or energy function376

to reduce the overconfidence of model predictions such that it is easier to find an effective prediction377

confidence threshold that separates known versus novel samples. [21, 32, 28, 53, 19, 35].378
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2. Distance based OOD: utilizing geometrical distances between samples (e.g., Euclidean distance, Mahalanobis379

distance, and cosine similarity) in learned feature/latent embedding spaces as a novelty metric. The distance380

can be calculated between samples and class centroids (geometric mean) or nearest neighbors [37, 47, 55, 7, 41].381

3. Novel sample generation: generating artificial novel samples (through data augmentation and gen-382

erative models) to train AI models to produce lower confidence predictions on novel samples during383

testing [18, 24].384

A more straightforward approach can be applied when there are non-target species in the dataset. In most385

real-world datasets, especially aerial imagery of small-bodied animals with uncertain human annotations,386

there are often instances of non-target animal species. When we treat these non-target instances as a single387

class, we can train AI models to classify target versus non-target animal species. Then all the images that are388

classified as non-target during test time can be sent to human experts for verification. Intrinsically, target389

versus non-target classification is an OOD technique. For example, Figure 2 row (b) shows that target versus390

non-target species are usually mutually exclusive, and a classifier can be learned between these two sets of391

classes. Thus, during test time, AI models are very likely to classify images of novel species (unknown to392

the Cape Cod model in our experiment) as non-target species.393

In comparing the methods listed in Table 1e, we set an independent class in both Cape Cod and Lake394

Michigan datasets for non-target species. Non-Target Species in Lake Michigan dose not contain target395

species in Cape Cod. In the Lake Michigan data (Table 1e), our model successfully identified most of the396

non-target species (with 80.0% test accuracy), even though non-target species in Lake Michigan did not397

necessarily overlap with those in the Cape Cod dataset. In addition, since the model is trained from Cape398

Cod, it can classify all four target species from Cape Cod (such as Long-tailed Duck). However, when there399

are insufficient training data for non-target species, it can be difficult for classification models to generalize400

well on novel species, and thus, more advanced OOD methods may be necessary.401

Conclusion402

In this paper, we tackled three challenges of automatic avian recognition in aerial imagery datasets and how403

various methods can be applied to addressing these challenges. We evaluated how well existing and our404

novel SPL approach performed with respect to these three challenges using data from Cape Cod and Lake405

Michigan.406

First, we demonstrated that the classification performance of a standard model is severely curtailed by407

an imbalance of the number of images of particular species. We showed that this imbalanced distribution408

challenge can be significantly mitigated by applying a simple imbalanced recognition method (LDAM-DRW),409

especially on classes with limited training samples like Long-tailed Duck and White-winged Scoter.410

Second, we demonstrated that the classification performance of both standard one-stage and hierarchical411

classification methods was poor on data that included uncertainty in human annotations because of low res-412

olution issues. This annotation uncertainty in categorization challenge results in some images being assigned413

to a coarse annotation (Unknown Scoter). We then demonstrated that classification performance could be414

much improved using our novel SPL approach that provides a link between coarse and fine-grained annota-415

tions. In particular, our approach generated soft-fine pseudo-labels from coarse Unknown Scoter annotations416

to improve the model’s generalization ability on Black Scoter and White-winged Scoter classes. With417

our approach, we were able to exploit coarsely annotated data for better model generalization and keep the418

imbalanced component effective on White-winged Scoter, which had poor performance using hierarchical419

models because of the lack of training samples.420

Third, we demonstrated that the test performance could be significantly improved using FixMatch when421

adapting models from data at one site to classifying data at another site. The dataset discrepancies challenge422

may often cause inconsistent classification performance. In our experiments, we attached FixMatch onto our423

SPL approach to address resolution discrepancies between datasets from Cape Cod and Lake Michigan and424

achieved better performance than baselines on the Lake Michigan data without additional annotations. We425

also experimented with the possibility of using a non-target class, Non-target Species, to detect novel426

species during testing. Our results show that the model could identify most of the Non-target Species427

images from the Lake Michigan dataset.428
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Although each solution we have discussed has its intrinsic limitations, these methods are often flexible and429

can be combined to accommodate specific requirements. For example, the imbalanced model with LDAM-430

DRW was combined with SPL and FixMatch to address imbalanced distribution, coarse annotations, and431

domain discrepancies. We have also demonstrated that existing methods can be easily adjusted for specific432

tasks. For example, our SPL approach is derived from pseudo-label approaches from semi-supervised learning433

and multi-label classification.434

In addition, the solutions can be easily replaced by more advanced methods in the future if necessary.435

For example, when the number of training classes gets bigger, the imbalanced ratio among classes gets436

larger, and the data distribution gets more long-tailed (i.e., a larger proportion of classes have limited437

training samples), LDAM-DRW can be replaced by state-of-the-art long-tailed recognition methods like438

Routing Diverse Distribution-Aware Experts (RIDE) [62] to produce optimal results. When the domain439

discrepancies among datasets get more complicated, such as multiple types of backgrounds, FixMatch can440

be replaced by domain adaptation methods like OCDA for unlimited possibilities of target domains.441

On the other hand, some of the challenges we have listed are not specific to aerial avian recognition. For442

example, imbalanced and long-tailed distribution also exists in ecological datasets derived from other sensor443

systems such as camera traps [42] and bio-acoustic monitors [8] because natural animal communities are444

imbalanced [44]. Through the examples presented here and the literature cited, we hope to demonstrate the445

flexibility of deep learning methods, open doors to the ecological community, and promote further research.446
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Figures and Tables447

Figure 1: This example shows how a raw aerial image is processed into final species classification in
our case study. Once the raw aerial images are collected, potential objects in the raw images are detected and
bounded with boxes either manually or by automatic detection tools [27]. We used manual bounding boxes from
human annotators in our case study. Once the potential objects were cropped around the bounding boxes, our task
was to build a deep learning classification model to recognize the actual avian species from these cropped images.
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Figure 2: (a) The distribution of our dataset is imbalanced. The classes are sorted by the sample sizes of each
class in Cape Cod. The blue, orange and green colors represent training and testing images from Cape Cod and test-
ing images from Lake Michigan, respectively. In Cape Cod, the largest class, Common Eider, has over 6,246 training
images, while the smallest class, Long-tailed Duck, only has 17 training images. In other words, the imbalance ratio
of the Cape Cod dataset is 367:1. Lake Michigan dataset only has two classes, Long-tailed Duck and Non-target

Species, and it is also imbalanced in terms of class sizes. Long-tailed Duck from Lake Michigan has 231 images,
while there are only 5 images for Non-target Species. (b) The 6 classes in the Cape Cod dataset have a hier-
archical relationship. Firstly Non-target plus 3 target classes—Scoter Super-class, Common Eider, Long-tailed
Duck; and Scoter Super-class could further be categorized/annotated as Black Scoter, White-winged Scoter, and
Unknown Scoter. The reason not all Scoter Super-class images could be further categorized to the species level was
related to image resolution in our dataset—low resolution images posed significant difficulties for human annotators
to make accurate annotations of whether some images were Black Scoter or White-winged Scoter. Specifically, the
average image dimension of Unknown Scoter was 56×61, while the average image dimensions of Black Scoter and
White-winged Scoter were 100×107 and 96×103, respectively. Unknown Scoter can be considered a coarse annota-
tion of Black Scoter and White-winged Scoter because it contains images of either one of the two scoter classes but
without species-level annotations. On the other hand, we note that the Non-target Species class includes images
that do not belong to the other five classes (i.e. mutually exclusive). (c) Long-tailed Duck images from Lake
Michigan are 3-4 times larger than those from Cape Cod.
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Figure 3: (a) We graphically depict how the three scoter classes can be classified using different
approaches. Under the standard approach, Unknown Scoter is treated as an independent class. Under the two-stage
setting, the three scoter classes are firstly grouped into one super-class, Scoter Super-class, and then a separate
model is trained solely for Black and White-winged Scoter classification. With our SPL approach, coarsely annotated
Unknown Scoter images are converted to finer-grained pseudo-labels and used to improve model generalization. US. is
Unknown Scoter. BS. is Black Scoter. WS. is White-winged Scoter. SP. is Scoter Super-class. (b) A diagram
of our SPL approach to solving the annotation uncertainty challenge using a novel soft-fine pseudo-
labeling method. The soft-fine labels are generated by normalizing the Softmax outputs of Unknown Scoter images.
To generate the soft-fine pseudo-labels for coarsely annotated Unknown Scoter images, first, we normalized the two
values representing Black Scoter and White-winged Scoter from the Softmax outputs to 1 and set the other values
to zero. Then, the new vectors were used as the pseudo-labels with soft supervision (i.e., the supervision values are
less than 1) on either Black Scoter or White-winged Scoter. With this approach, the supervision from Unknown

Scoter is not as strong as independent classes but still relevant to force the model to recognize the images as scoters
with higher probabilities than the other classes. Further, this framework does not rely on multiple stages of training
and class merging, such that the imbalanced model can still be effective on White-winged Scoter.
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Table 1: Experiment results.

(a) The standard classification model trained on the Cape Cod training set performed poorly on the
Cape Cod and the Lake Michigan test sets.

Test accuracy (%)

Species
Cape Cod Lake Michigan

Cape Cod Lake Michigan
Train # Test # Test #

Unknown Scoter 466 114 - 69.3 -
Black Scoter 341 108 - 55.6 -

White-winged Scoter 45 21 - 9.5 -
Common Eider 6,246 3,172 - 99.0 -

Long-tailed Duck 17 5 231 0.0 0.0
Non-target Species 108 38 5 18.4 20.0

Average accuracy (%) 41.9 10.0

(b) The imbalanced model substantially improved the test performance from the standard model on
the Cape Cod test set.

Test accuracy (%)
Species Train # Test # Standard Imbalanced

Unknown Scoter 466 114 69.3 41.2
Black Scoter 341 108 55.6 59.3

White-winged Scoter 45 21 9.5 81.0
Common Eider 6,246 3,172 99.0 91.9

Long-tailed Duck 17 5 0.0 100.0
Non-target Species 108 38 18.4 81.6

Average accuracy (%) 41.9 75.8

(c) On the Cape Cod test set, two-stage models performed poorly, especially with imbalanced compo-
nent.

Test accuracy (%)
Species Train # Test # Standard Imbalanced

Stage 1

Scoter Super-class 852 242 93.8 94.2
Common Eider 6,246 3,172 99.1 93.0

Long-tailed Duck 17 5 0.0 100.0
Non-target Species 108 38 23.7 68.4

Stage 2
Black Scoter 341 108 88.8 93.5

White-winged Scoter 45 21 23.8 9.5
Average accuracy of Black and White-winged Scoter(%) 56.3 51.5

(d) On the Cape Cod test set, our soft-fine pseudo-labeling (SPL) approach improved the performance
of White-winged Scoter from the imbalanced model by exploiting Unknown Scoter.

Test accuracy (%)
Species Train # Test # Standard Imbalanced Imbalanced + SPL (Ours)

Black Scoter 341 108 96.3 91.7 89.8
White-winged Scoter 45 21 33.3 85.7 90.5

Common Eider 6,246 3,172 99.4 91.2 91.5
Long-tailed Duck 17 5 0.0 100.0 100.0

Non-target Species 108 38 36.8 78.9 81.6
Average accuracy of the two scoter classes (%) 64.8 88.7 90.1

Average accuracy (%) 53.2 89.5 90.7

(e) With FixMatch as the adaptation component, our model trained on the Cape Cod dataset per-
formed substantially better than methods without the adaptation component.

Test accuracy (%)
Species Test # Standard Imbalanced + SPL Imbalanced + SPL + Adaptation

Long-tailed Duck 231 0.0 50.2 80.9
Non-target Species 5 20.0 80.0 80.0

Average accuracy (%) 10.0 65.1 80.5
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Appendix611

Data612

Data background613

Imagery for this study was collected by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service at Nantucket Shoals (Cape Cod),614

Massachusetts, in February 2017 and Lake Michigan near Manitowoc, Michigan, USA, in October 2016.615

Pixel resolution for the Nantucket Shoals dataset ranged from 0.18 to 1.47 cm and 0.14 to 0.32 cm for the616

Lake Michigan dataset. The average image dimension of the Cape Cod dataset is 75×79, and the average617

image dimension of the Lake Michigan dataset is 91×108.618

Data pre-processing619

We used cropped images of individual birds for the experiments in this project. The images were manually620

cropped and annotated by human experts. There are 10,682 cropped images in the Cape Cod dataset and621

236 images in the Lake Michigan dataset. There are six different classes (Figure 2 row (b) in main text), one622

of which is an unknown class only for scoters (Unknown Scoter) and a general unknown class (Non-target623

Species) that contain instances for species that were not germane to the initial objectives of the data624

collection. Lake Michigan dataset only has two classes: Long-tailed Duck and Non-target Species.625

Non-target Species from Lake Michigan does not contain target species in the Cape Cod dataset. The626

overall class distribution is illustrated in Figure 2 row (a) in main text.627

We randomly split the Cape Cod dataset into training and testing sets. Detailed numbers of the split628

are recorded in Table A.1 and Figure 2 row (a) in main text. All the images were resized to 256×256 pixels629

before being input into the AI models.630

Methods631

Classification model632

We used ResNet-50 [3], a widely applied Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), as our backbone classification633

model (i.e., basic classification model without any extra modules for tasks other than pure classification).634

The backbone model weights were initialized with ImageNet [2]. All the other components for specific635

experiments were added to this ResNet-50 backbone.636

The basic training hyperparameters are recorded in Table A.2. In terms of hyperparameter tuning and637

validation, we further randomly split the training data into pre-train versus validation sets with a 90%-10%638

split. All hyperparameters were validated on the 10% validation set. For example, the best number of639

training epochs used to train the model was obtained when the highest validation performance occurred640

on the validation set. Once the hyperparameters were validated, we use all the pre-train and validation641

sets to re-train a model and report our test results on the testing sets with this final model. This way of642

training produces optimized models that utilize all training data without sacrifices with validation sets and643

save training efforts from multiple training procedures such as cross-validations.644

Table A.1: Details of Cape Cod training-testing split, and Lake Michigan testing set.

Cape Cod Lake Michigan
Species Train # Test # Test #

Unknown Scoter 466 114 -
Black Scoter 341 108 -

White-winged Scoter 45 21 -
Common Eider 6,246 3,172 -

Long-tailed Duck 17 5 231
Non-target Species 108 38 5
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Table A.2: List of hyperparameters used in the baseline experiments.

Parameters Values
Baseline architecture ResNet-50
Starting training epochs 85
Batch size 128
Initial learning rate 0.001
Learning rate decay Epochs 30
Learning rate decay Ratio 0.1
Momentum 0.9
Weight decay 0.0005

Imbalanced model with LDAM-DRW645

As our training dataset was extremely imbalanced (i.e., the most abundant species has 6,246 training samples646

whereas the least frequent species has only 17 training samples), we added a Label Distribution Aware647

Marginal (LDAM) training loss function along with Deferred Re-Weighting (DRW) [1] to our model to648

balance the learning across all species. LDAM is a margin based loss for imbalanced recognition (Eq. 1).649

It calculates class-specific margins (∆y) based on class sample sizes (ny) to regularize the training focus of650

each class. The more training instances for a species (i.e., class), the smaller the class-specific margin is, and651

vice versa.652

LLDAM(x, y) = − log
ef(x)y−∆y

ef(x)y−∆y +
∑

j ̸=y e
f(x)j

∆y =
C

n
1/4
y

, y ∈ {1, ..., C}
(1)

where x is the input to the classification model. y is corresponding class label. f(·) is the classification653

model (i.e., ResNet-50 in this project). ∆y is the margin of class y. ny is the total number training samples654

of class y. C is total number of classes.655

On the other hand, DRW is a scheduled re-weighting technique. During training, when the learning rate656

is relatively large, LDAM has the same weights for all the classes to avoid overfitting on rare classes. From657

middle to late training stages, when the learning rate is smaller, class specific weights are applied to LDAM658

for more balanced learning [1]. In our implementation, class specific weights were added after 30 epochs of659

training.660

Soft-fine Pseudo-labels661

The next component in our model is a soft-fine label approach that utilizes coarsely annotated images662

to enhance the generalization of corresponding sub-classes. Specifically, during training, we use Unknown663

Scoter images to help the model learn more discriminative features of scoters and to have better recognition664

performance on both Black Scoter and White-winged Scoter images.665

To implement this soft-fine label approach, we first normalize the outputs of the ResNet-50 model (5666

dimension vectors) with a Softmax function. Then we normalize the values that represent Black Scoter667

and White-winged Scoter to 1 and set the other three values to 0 (Figure 3 row (b) in main text). Finally,668

we use these normalized softmax values as our soft-fine labels on Unknown Scoter images with an Averaged669

Binary Cross-entropy (ABCE) loss, a loss function traditionally used for samples with multiple co-occurring670

labels [6] (Eq. 2).671

LABCE(x, y) =mean(l1, ..., lC)

ln =− yn · log(f(x)n −∆y)

− (1− yn) · log(1− (f(x)n −∆y))

(2)

where y is class label. ln is a binary cross-entropy loss of each class. ∆y is the same margin of class y672

calculated in LDAM loss. C is total number of classes.673
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Table A.3: Augmentation pool for FixMatch fine-tuning

Type Pool

Strong

Random contrast, color, and brightness enhancement
Random color equalizing, posterizing, sharpening, and inversion
Random rotating, shearing, fliping, and translate
Random image cut out

Weak Random flipping

The final training loss is a combination of LDAM and soft-fine label ABCE loss:674

Lfinal(x, y) = 1(y ̸= US.) · LLDAM(x, y) + µ · LABCE(x, y) (3)

where US. is Unknown Scoter.675

Domain adaptation to Lake Michigan676

Finally, we have a domain adaptation component that adapts our model trained on Cape Cod data to677

Lake Michigan data. Because the species composition in Cape Cod and Lake Michigan overlap, the678

most straightforward adaptation method without complicated components is Semi-supervised learning with679

pseudo-labels [4] to fine-tune the pre-trained model. In this project, we use FixMatch [5], a state-of-the-art680

semi-supervised learning method. In FixMatch, the only required extra component is a two-branch data681

augmentation procedure. One data augmentation is called weak augmentation, which only applies ran-682

dom crop and random horizontal flip on the input image. We use the predictions on the weakly augmented683

images as pseudo-labels. The second data augmentation is strong augmentation, which has a random684

selection of augmentation from a pool of multiple augmentation methods. Table A.3 has all the augmen-685

tation selections in our augmentation pool. We use strongly augmented Lake Michigan images with their686

corresponding pseudo-labels to fine-tune our pre-trained model (Eq. 4).687

LFixMatch(x, ŷ) = LLDAM(A(x), argmax(f(α(x)))) (4)

where ŷ is pseudo-label. α(·) is weak augmentation. A(·) is strong augmentation.688
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Additional results689

In this section, we report some additional results and figures of our experiments in the main text. Figures A.1690

and A.2 are confusion matrices comparisons of the six-class and five-class experiments. Figure A.3 shows691

examples of hard-to-verify Unknown Scoter images.692

Figure A.1: (a) On the Cape Cod test set, the model generally performed poorly because of
the imbalanced data distribution and there exist substantial recognition confusion among the
three scoter classes. This is the confusion matrix of the standard model we trained on the Cape Cod
dataset. The rows of the matrix represent the actual classes, the columns represent the predicted classes, and
the values represent the percentages of predictions of each class. The matrix shows that our model did not
perform well on smaller classes like Long-tailed Duck and White-winged Scoter. In addition, as shown
in the top left corner, the three scoter classes were confused with each other. (b) On the Cape Cod test
set, the imbalanced model cleared the confusion in smaller classes, but the confusion among
the scoter classes persisted. Specifically, compared to the standard model, the imbalanced model cleared
most of the confusion in the lower right parts of the matrices (especially for Long-tailed Duck, which had
limited training images), but the confusion in the top left corner (where the three scoter classes are located)
was still significant. In other words, the use of the imbalanced component only helped the model to have
better performance on classes with limited training samples, such as Long-tailed Duck and White-winged

Scoter.
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Figure A.2: Our SPL approach further reduced the confusion within Black Scoter and
White-winged Scoter from the imbalanced model within the Cape Cod test set. Comparing
the top-left corners of the confusion matrices, most of the misclassified White-winged Scoter images in
the imbalanced model were correctly classified with our SPL approach. However, additional uncertainty
can still be introduced to the model because SPL did not provide ground-truthed supervision (i.e., only
model-produced pseudo-labels were provided), which can be the reason of the slightly degraded performance
for Black Scoter, from 91.7% to 89.8%.

Figure A.3: It is hard to verify the predictions of Unknown Scoter images. Although we can apply
our model to assign fine-grained predictions to Unknown Scoter test images of Cape Cod, it is difficult to
evaluate the performance because of the lack of ground-truthed annotation and low-resolution.
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